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Issey Miyake (1938-)
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Issey Miyake (1938-) -

Collection 132 5., Issey Miyake



Thurston on Miyake Fashion Show, Paris 2010

with Dai Fujiwara, artistic director Miyake



Miyake Fashion Show Women’s Ready to Wear, Paris 2010 -



Pafnuti Chebyshev (1821-1894)
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Sir Erik Christopher Zeeman (1925-)
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Sir Erik Christopher Zeeman (1925-) -





Fashion paper

Issey Miyake fall/winter 2011-12 show



Fashion paper

Short Coat Issey Miyake 1985 Costumes ; Handmade mulberry fiber
paper



Fashion paper -

Issey Myake’s “8 Dresses In Pleats Paper”



Leonhard Euler (1707-1783)

Which surfaces can be covered with paper,
allowing bending but not stretching ?

Darbes



Which surfaces can be clothed with paper ?

Cylinders

complexitys.com



Which surfaces can be clothed with paper ? -

Cones

complexitys.com



Paper Sculpture Fashion by Zaharova and Plotnikov



Paper Sculpture Fashion by Zaharova and Plotnikov



Paper Sculpture Fashion by Zaharova and Plotnikov



Paper Sculpture Fashion by Zaharova and Plotnikov -



Euler : “de solidis etc.” Saint Peterburg, 1770



Definition : A surface is developable if it can be covered with paper
allowing bending but not stretching.

Theorem (Euler 1770) : A developable surface is necessarily ruled.
Through every point there is a straight line that lies on the surface.



Definition : A surface is developable if it can be covered with paper
allowing bending but not stretching.
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Through every point there is a straight line that lies on the surface.



Most ruled surfaces are not developable.

math.arizona.edu



Theorem (Euler 1770) : A ruled surface is developable if and only
if it is either a cone or a cylinder or is formed by the union of the
tangents to some space curve.

wikipedia.org/wiki/File :Helixtgtdev.png



Developable surface

Antoine-Pevsner-Developable-Surface-1938



Developable surface -

http ://www.omkrets.se



Lebesgue’s handkerchief : counterexample to Euler’s
theorem ? -

Theorem (Lebesgue 1899) : Some surfaces are developable
and not ruled !

NOT smooth. Continuous surfaces with no tangent planes.
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Issey Miyake Minaret dress : Developable surface ? Ruled ?
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Issey Miyake Minaret dress : Developable surface ? Ruled ? -



A developable surface, Issey Miyake Milan 1995 -


Miyake_Minaret_Dress_1995_tribute_to_Milan_Salone.mp4
Media File (video/mp4)
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Lebesgue -



Pleated surface

Flickr Tachi



Pleated surface -

Huffman



Issey Miyake, developable dress, origami
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Issey Miyake, developable dress, origami



Issey Miyake, developable dress, origami



Issey Miyake, developable dress, origami



Issey Miyake, developable dress, origami -



Theorem (Kawasaki, 1989) : Let us fold a paper. Radiating from
any vertex, there is an even number of creases, and the alternating
sum of the angles is 0.



A developable surface, Issey Miyake Fall Winter 2014-2015 -

designer Yoshiyuki Miyamae


Tmiyake.mp4
Media File (video/mp4)




Some surfaces are developable, smooth AND not ruled !

Theorem (Nash 1954) : There exists a surface which
is smooth, i.e. has a tangent plane everywhere,
is developable : can be clothed with paper,
is not ruled : it contains no segment.

They are smooth, with no tangent planes but they do not have a
second derivative. Euler theorem requires two derivatives.
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Flat, smooth and not ruled -

Borrelli, Jabrane, Lazarus, Thibert (2012)


flat-torus.mp4
Media File (video/mp4)






Chebyshev, Paris 1878



Sur la coupe des habits

RAS
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Sur la coupe des habits -

RAS



Sur la coupe des habits

fab.cba.mit.edu



Cloth and not paper



Cloth and not paper



Sur la coupe des habits

Theorem (Chebyshev 1878) It is possible to clothe half the sphere.
There exists a template that can be deposited on an hemisphere in
such a way that the infinitesimal warp-weft squares are mapped to
rhombuses.



A template for the hemisphere

RAS



Sur la coupe des habits

Theorem (2011) It is possible to clothe the full sphere. There exists
a template that can be deposited on a sphere in such a way that the
infinitesimal warp-weft squares are mapped to rhombuses.



A template for the sphere



A template for the sphere

There is a map Φ from to the sphere such that :

Φ preserves length along warp and weft, ie ∂Φ
∂x and ∂Φ

∂y have
length 1.
The image of Φ covers the sphere exactly once (away from the

seams, on the boundary of ).



Clothing a ball -

Leys


Tchebychev.mp4
Media File (video/mp4)




Pierre Gallais
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Pierre Gallais -



3 D printing of Chebyshev


156169873.mp4
Media File (video/mp4)




3D printed dress by Michael Schmidt and Francis Bitonti

Dita Von Teese



3D printed dress by Michael Schmidt and Francis Bitonti

Dita Von Teese



3D printed dress by Michael Schmidt and Francis Bitonti -

Dita Von Teese



Nervous.com


nervous.mp4
Media File (video/mp4)




Flexibility

A triangulated disk is flexible.

]Degrees of freedom = 3]Vertices − ]Edges − 6

= ]Exterior Edges − 3



Flexibility

A triangulated disk is flexible.

]Degrees of freedom = 3]Vertices − ]Edges − 6

= ]Exterior Edges − 3



Rigidity

A triangulated sphere is (usually) rigid.

]Degrees of freedom = 3]Vertices − ]Edges − 6 = 0



Flexible bags, Miyake collection, Fall Winter 2012
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Nervous.com -





Christopher Zeeman



Christopher Zeeman



Cusps and folds

Leys


video.mp4
Media File (video/mp4)




Christopher Zeeman
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Christopher Zeeman



Christopher Zeeman -





William Thurston

animath.fr



William Thurston

hyperbolic-crochet



William Thurston

hyperbolic-crochet



William Thurston -

hyperbolic-crochet



Theorem (Pogorelov 1970) : Start with two convex domains with
the same perimeter. Glue them along their boundaries (respecting
the arc lengths). One gets a convex body in space which is rigid.



Theorem (Pogorelov 1970) : Start with two convex domains with
the same perimeter. Glue them along their boundaries (respecting
the arc lengths). One gets a convex body in space which is rigid.

Sottile



Theorem (Pogorelov 1970) : The same is true if the two domains
are not convex but if the sum of the two curvatures at points which
are identified is positive.



Kelly Delp, William Thurston, Bridges Coimbra Conference Proceedings
(2011), 1-8.



Delp - Thurston

Flicker David Swart



Delp Thurston

math.buffalostate.edu



William Thurston


Thurston.mp4
Media File (video/mp4)




William Thurston

Bill Wingell for The New York Times


